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BUY OF THE CENTURY - YOUR TIME IS NOW 
- All bedrooms are spacious in size and feel and include 

built-in robes in bedrooms two and three as well as  

ceiling fans 

- The three-way family bathroom has the convenience of 

a separate toilet and large shower and bath 

- The beautiful entertaining area is softened by the  

glorious garden that surrounds the property 

- Direct access into the double garage 

- Reverse cycle heating and cooling 

- Two water tanks  

- Garden shed 

 

First National Real Estate Peoples' Choice - RLA 222770 

Situated in one of the most sought-after areas in the 

North, awaits this sophisticated large three-bedroom 

home. Large bedrooms, spacious living areas as well as 

a fantastic gabled entertaining area are complimented 

with subtle finishes which will make you feel right at 

home from the moment you walk in. 

 

Set back on a large 525sqm allotment (approx.), this 

property also welcomes the addition of lovely  

established gardens, premium carpet floor coverings 

and is also on the high side of the road. The home also 

includes: 

 

- Fully established manicured gardens 

- Master bedroom includes walk-in robe and spacious 

ensuite with two feature windows allowing beautiful 

natural light to flood the room 

- The front living area is great and a fantastic addition to 

this three-bedroom home 

- The open plan kitchen, living and meals areas are 

conveniently spaced and are surrounded by large win-

dows looking out onto the entertaining and backyard 

areas  

- The glistening kitchen includes plenty of bench and 

cupboard space and stainless steel finishing’s 

 

 

 

Price: $399,000 - $419,000 

Bailey Fielke 

0427 716 886 
bailey@firstnationalgawler.com.au 

Grant Fielke 

0427 300 049 
grant@firstnationalgawler.com.au 



First National Real Estate Peoples’ Choice - RLA222770 

This brochure & floorplan are for illustration purposes only & all measurements are approximate. Any fixtures shown may not necessarily be included in the sale 

contract & it is essential that any queries are directed to the agent, & any information that is intended to be relied upon should be independently verified.  

Neither the agent, vendor or contracted illustrators take any responsibility for any omissions, wrongful inclusion or typographical error which may occur in this 

brochure as it is intended as an artistic impression only. While every endeavor has been made to verify the correct details in this publication, neither the agent 

or the vendors accept liability for any error or omission.   

Floor Plan 
Allotment Size:  525sqm(Approx) 

Year Built   2009 (Approx) 

Council Area  Light Regional Council 

CT Number  6013/968 
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82 Adelaide Road GAWLER SOUTH 

We Put You First 
First National Real Estate Peoples’ Choice - RLA222770 


